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The Building



History 
of the House

Designed by Miklós Ybl, the water house has a history of more than 
140 years. Built in 1875, the facility was originally responsible for  
supplying the Royal Palace with water, but later functioned as a café, 
a music and dance club, a rehearsal room, and a casino. 

After a renovation which took almost a year, the plans for the YBL 
Creative House were born in spring 2018. It aimed at turning the 
Grade 1 listed historic building, a World Heritage Site, to be suitable 
for artistic and cultural gatherings. In April 2019, the long-awaited 
gastronomic partner has arrived at Ybl’s favourite water house, called 
Felix.



FELIX 
Kitchen 
& Bar
An iconic meeting point in 
the heart of Buda, where 
contemporary art and unique 
gastronomic experience go 
hand in hand. 

A restaurant with a fabulous panorama, 
dazzling interiors and high quality 
– the impression is flawless. This is 
the perfect recipe for a unique event 
venue.



Event venues



Unforgettable dishes 

at an unforgettable
 spot!

Our enchanting glassed wall loggia is floating 
in the light while offering a wonderful 
panorama of the Danube 
and Várkert Bazaar.

BOSE sound system

projector

inbuilt RGB LED lights

AC, underfloor heating

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT 

CAPACITY 

34 people

Loggia



At Felix 

we make every occasion 

extraordinary!

Elegance, huge mirrors and gold-vanilla
colors - our patinated restaurant’s milieu is 
breathtaking. It is the perfect place for 
corporate or private events.

Restaurant

BOSE sound system

Inbuilt RGB LED lights

Projector

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT 

66 people, seated

150 people, for a reception

CAPACITY



At our new, remodeled AQVA room guests can 
enjoy each other’s company and appreciate the 
contemporary art on the walls. AQVA is a place 
where the focus is not only on gastronomy but 
also on arts!

The eternal existence 

belongs to the arts!

AQVA

BOSE sound system

Projector

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT 

60 people, seated

100 people, for a reception

CAPACITY



This new location opens its doors as a 
concept of FELIX Chef’s table. The area holds a 
role for personal experience and there’s 
a story for each dish.

An experience that 

you will never forget!

Chef’s table

12 people, seated

CAPACITY

BOSE sound system

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT 



Peerlessly 
      elegant!

Kovásznai Saloon is a tribute to painter  
György Kovásznai’s work. A perfect location for 
small meetings, events and private wine tastings.

Kovásznai Saloon

BOSE sound system

Projector

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT 

22 people, seated

CAPACITY



Unique seasonal event space in Budapest 
with air-conditioned terrace and a cocktail 
bar.

Exclusive 
        panorama!

BOSE sound system

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT 

80 persons, seated

120 persons, for a reception

CAPACITY

Terrace



2 pcs 65” led TVs

BOSE sound system

7000 lm projector

Mobile Sound System

Stage

Pulpit

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT



FELIXBUDAPEST.COM 
EVENTS@FELIXBUDAPEST.COM

KÁROLY BOSZNAI
SALES DIRECTOR

+36207762327
BOSZNAIK@FELIXBUDAPEST.COM

BENCE JAKAB
SALES MANAGER

+36301413300
JAKABB@FELIXBUDAPEST.COM

DIÁNA KOVÁCS
SALES ASSISTANT

+36705289024
KOVACSD@FELIXBUDAPEST.COM

1013 BUDAPEST, YBL MIKLÓS SQUARE 9.


